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THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS

Brian Hawker
Supporting Indigenous People

Brian has worked as a university
ombudsman, consultant in First
Nations human resource develop-
ment, and as a teaching administrator
in Tanzania. His projects have

included the publication of an aboriginal adult basic level
literacy workbook, the design of an accredited,
community-based traditional native arts program, the
development of an aboriginal B.Ed. in Adult Education
and the successful accreditation of a “Two Worlds”
Bachelor of Education program to deliver culturally
appropriate teacher training to the members of Sioux
Lookout District First Nations communities.

Faye Chamberlain
Capture Your Reader’s Attention

Faye enjoys being outdoors in the
warm summer months, planting and
harvesting from her organic garden,
deliberately placed outside the

kitchen window of her log home. She enjoys the
tranquility of bird watching by the waterfalls and peaceful
walks thru the 25 acre bush where nature and wildlife
stimulate her imagination. In the cold months of winter,
Faye prefers to hibernate in the warmth of the Caribbean
with family and friends. Presently she is studying the art
of writing, and working on an inspirational fiction novel
she hopes to have in print this year.

Malcolm Bernstein
The Story Behind the Story

Malcolm is a management consultant
and founder of The Benjamin Project,
a non-profit initiative in memory of his
dog, which raises funds for shelters

and education on responsible pet and animal stewardship.
He lives in Toronto with his wife Helen, who found
Benjamin at the OSPCA and brought him into their lives
for 13 wonderful years. Malcolm’s children’s book about
Benjamin has just been published by Saplings and all net
proceeds are donated.

Colleen Heighington
The Power of Telling My Story

Colleen is happily married to a
wonderful husband named Ken. They
have been blessed with three beautiful
children, and four terrific grandsons.
She enjoys reading, writing stories and

poetry, and she keeps fit by walking 3 to 4 kilometres
every day. Her summers are spent at their trailer in Orillia,
and she really enjoys the time she spends with family and
friends. She has been a volunteer with Hospice Wellington
since 2015.

Danielle Hughes
What’s in a Story?

Danielle is a published author, health
and wellness advocate and has a
passion for learning and teaching
holistic techniques. She also has a

background in health care as respiratory therapist with
over 4 years experience in the field of sleep and sleep
therapies.

Cheron Kovacs
e-interview: My Canadian Sister

Cheron was born and raised in
Zimbabwe, Africa. She is the oldest of
7 children. She is married with three
beautiful daughters aged 21, 5 and 4.
Cheron came to Canada in 2001 with

her oldest daughter. Her purpose in this life is to humbly
serve others through love and encouragement, by sharing
her story, so others can learn to love themselves for who
they really are, and so that they can pass their blessings
onto others.



Gord Melville
Thoughts on the Theme

Gord wants to be known as a husband
and father first, then as a man who loves
and cares for people, then as a
successful businessman … in that order!
He lives in Waterloo with his wife of 25

years, and their three growing sons. Gord has become a
serial entrepreneur businessman, founding and running two
international companies as well as running his own rapidly
growing private wealth management consulting practice.
He is passionate about building relationships and helping
people achieve their goals and dreams. You can reach Gord
at gordmelville212@gmail.com.

Jill Michelle
Dear Angels

Jill Michelle has been communicating
with angels for most of her life. She is
an angel reader and channels healing
light to her clients. She has been

helping her international clients in person and on the
phone for over 15 years. Jill's passion is to help people
release issues and blockages, propelling them forward on
their spiritual journey and bringing love peace and joy into
their lives. For more information visit her website at
www.jillmichelle.ca.

Andrea Lines-Botell
The Leaning Tree

Andrea offers gentle support to others
through her coaching company The
Leaning Tree. Many modalities are
available including art, mindfulness

techniques and supportive tools for change. With a vast
training background in conflict, crisis and mindfulness,
Andrea's passion is to help others find their own solutions
for inner peace and betterment. For more information visit
www.leaningtreecoaching.ca

Francine Lee
Taut
&
Dignity in Upheaval

Francine writes from Oxford County,
Ontario, Canada. She embraces the

natural world like kin, and has had success with writing
contests, published (online and print format) poetry, short
fiction, and non-fiction, dating back thirty odd years.

Kayleigh Radatus
The Space Between

Kayleigh is ‘the groove guide for your
life.’ She is an intuitive certified life
coach, dream partner and life skills
builder, and a certified level 2 reiki

practitioner and oracle card reader; blending time
honoured tools and techniques for success with the
intuitive path of the healer. Kayleigh believes
wholeheartedly that life, like music, needs rhythm, and
she encourages every individual to find their own groove
and live it. For more information please visit her website
at www.kayleighradatus.ca.

Linda Schueler
Write Your Story ... With a Twist

Linda wears many hats: international
business consultant, dōTERRA well-
ness advocate, and writer of children’s
and adult stories. You can find her

online on her blog www.lindaschueler.com.
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Sandra Wilson
My Adventure Called Life

Sandra is a writer, educator, and
amateur photographer. With a Bachelor
of Arts in English and History, much of
her work includes historic facts
presented in fun and interesting ways.

Although trained to take portraits at Sears Portrait Studio,
Sandra prefers to capture nature with her camera. Her
passion is to help people learn, laugh and be inspired. For
more information, please visit www.werconline.ca.

Shannon Tracey-Boggess
I Choose My Voice,
My Own Empowerment

Shannon has a passion for healthy living
naturally. She loves researching various
art techniques, healthy recipes, and
natural therapies for self-evolution.

Shannon is happily offering her skills as a contract
illustrator for children’s books published by Saplings. With
her husband, two teen boys and two fur babies, she is living
the healthiest and happiest life she can.



PUBLISHER’S PONDERINGS

As I sat at my computer, finishing up this last step of the magazine, I
realized I wanted to change my photo. I am so glad I remembered to
do that, as the photo prepared as part of the Women of Distinction
promotion so clearly captures what I am all about ... my passion in
this life.

I have been so honoured over the years to have helped so many
people find their voice, speak their truth, and share their stories.
Thank you to each and every one of you who has trusted me in the
process.

There are several opportunities coming up, for those of you with a story to tell. Please contact me for
information on: Roots & Wings (mental health awareness and empowerment through creativity), Sharing:
our stories, our selves, our success (an anthology of women’s empowerment stories), or Metamorphosis:
from the darkness of abuse to the light of empowerment.

And if you just need some encouragement or direction, I am always here to help!

with gratitude,

Lisa



THOUGHTS ON THE THEME
by Gord Melville

Up until just recently I was not as fully
aware of just how impactful this can be
for everyone! Don’t get me wrong, I
knew everyone had a story and very
compelling ones at that a lot of the time
too. Often times shocking things that
others had endured or come through
with varied amounts of success. I think
sometimes we just discount our OWN
story as just that...our OWN story. “It
can’t be all that interesting or impactful
to others because it’s just what
happened to me in my life. Who could
possibly be interested in hearing about
me?!” we ask ourselves.

We tell ourselves that our story isn’t as
important to tell as the next guys or
gals. Our culture tells us that we are
special and unique, just like everyone
else! Our “shadow” or self-talk says
“who do you think you are?” And
unfortunately all too often we listen
and believe that!

Of late, well, within the last few years
I have been witness to many people
sharing their stories and finding
empowerment! They were finding
acceptance, healing, love and answers
to their many life questions, but ONLY
after they stepped into the empower-
ment of their own story! WOW!

It was as if a light bulb went off in my
brain! I needed to share my story!
Maybe if I let it out, it could not only
heal me, but also inspire and encourage
others around me who heard its
message! AWESOME!

The challenge with this of course, is
that it takes real courage and bravery
to force oneself out of our comfort
zone and into a vulnerable place where
the real healing and empowerment can
take place. Most of us want to stay in
our own little safe cocoons, where
nothing happens and where nobody
can judge us, where nobody can tell us
what to do or wear or when to do this

and that. Or even pass judgement as to
our own intentions for doing things.
This scares us into not putting
ourselves out there at all.

We rob ourselves of the immense joy
and happiness, not to mention healing
freedom and excitement that could be
ours, if only we could step into our
own greatness! Get out of your own
way! Rock the boat! Challenge the
status quo! Challenge ourselves to put
our own stories out there to help
others. Quite frankly, I have been
shocked with the outpouring of love
and acceptance that has come my way
due to telling my story!
INCREDIBLE!

My own shame and guilt, the
embarrassment and self-loathing that
was holding me ransom, and as a
hostage to my short comings; was also
causing and keeping my body to be
chronically sick, and holding my spirit
down. ENOUGH! NO MORE!

It was time to let it out, to punch it right
in the kisser and make it my beotch! It
is MY story! OWN IT! It is SO
empowering when we open ourselves
up to Papa and just let go! Our stories
can help, and WILL help and heal
others as well as ourselves, but only if
we have the strength of character and
intestinal fortitude to step up and be
counted! Our stories are way more
powerful than we could ever imagine,
precisely BECAUSE it’s something
most people will not do! We typically
allow and give over our power to our
misguided and often misplaced egos to
owning our own stories, hang ups,
shortcomings, strengths and super-
powers; instead of giving ourselves
and others around us the opportunity to
step up and expand and grow
abundantly with intention! We need to
give others around us the “permission”
to be raw and FULLY authentic and
not only is that healing and powerful;
it’s also sexy and very attractive! There
is so little that is genuine left in this
world and I believe the shift is already

happening where people are tired of
the superficial, deep as a puddle
friendships and relation ships...they
want more! They deserve more! They
are demanding more! And this guy
believes they absolutely SHOULD be
getting that! We ALL should!

If I can be completely vulnerable and
transparent with myself and others
around me, I will find that I attract like-
minded folks who are also willing to
step out of THIER comfort zones and
strip away the veneer of civilization
and inspire others!

Can we do that? Inspire others with our
story? Recently I have been shown that
YES WE CAN! Powerfully and with
deep impact as well! It blew me away
the very first time that I stood on a
stage, was handed a mic and began to
share a part of my story. It resonated
with many people in front of me and as
I let it out into the universe, I was
healed, I knew what I had to do with
this newfound power and enlightened
place of being. I needed and WANTED
to share MORE!

I believe sometimes we get SO
wrapped up in our own life’s crap, our
own insecurities, the daily grind of it
all that blinders go on and we lose sight
of what REAL connection is! Social
media is great to connect people from
across the globe, but it sucks at, and
REALLY hinders drawing those
closest to us together. It DISconnects
us, rather than connects us, and we
become numb to who we are, what
exciting things we have done and are
capable of. The true power of each of
our stories gets lost in the hustle and
bustle and white noise of most people’s
lives.

It’s time to stand up and be counted!
It’s time to empower and heal
ourselves and each other by not
worrying about how other people
might look at us or how they might
judge us. Get over yourself! What
others think really should have zero
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bearing on you! They are going to
think and believe what they want to
about you no matter what, that’s not on
you, so, step into your own
immeasurable and limitless potential
by being audacious and daring and
sharing your story! Seek out places to
share! Be gutsy and you will be
overwhelmed and shocked at the
response from those around you in the
most positive of ways!

People are hungry for inspiring...give
it to them! They want to believe that
there is a way to be all they can be, and
it’s not by sitting back holding all of
our fears and neuroses about sharing
inside of us. Let it out! Explode your
positive self on your world and it will
spread! We are all energy. As such we
are ALL connected and have reach and
impact that would flabbergast most of
us. We ARE way more powerful than
we think or could ever imagine...OWN
IT! Tell your story! I for one can’t wait
to hear it! As I always say...YES WE
CAN!

* * *

WHAT’S IN A STORY?
by Danielle Hughes

We all have a story to tell, in each of
our lives we have experienced different
events that have helped shape who we
are today. But what is the point in
having experiences if you don’t share
them and help others find their way?

I think that we sometimes forget how
much a part of our lives storytelling is.
As children, we learn about the world
through stories. Stories from books,
comics, and the ones we hear while
listening to adults talk to each other all
colour our outlook on the world and
life in general. Today many learn from
stories told through television shows
and movies. No matter where the story
comes from, it becomes part of the
living tapestry of your life. Historically
speaking, stories have been around
since man began to communicate -
people made a living from travelling to
homes, villages and castles to share the
stories of the land with others in
exchange for food and shelter. Stories

are everything, they help convey
idea’s, values, morals and bring a level
of entertainment into people’s lives.

I had the opportunity to share my story
several years ago. This opportunity led
to a very deep awakening, a deeper
self-exploration that opened my eyes
to not just what I had been through in
my life but what I had learned. Self-
reflection is not something that is
commonly taught in todays society, we
are often so busy and so on the go that
we forget to take a moment to stand
still and see how far we have come. I
was guilty of this, of not truly
appreciating all that I learned and
grown due to situations in my life. It is
not necessarily an easy decision to
share the deep dark places within but
it is a worthwhile one.

Writing my story helped me to gain a
deeper understanding of who I am,
why I reacted to certain situations in a
negative and sometimes self-
destructive manner. It also gave me
back control over my life and who I am
- who I wanted to be. Through delving
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deeper, I learned better ways to cope
with situations because I had a deeper
awareness of my reactionary
tendencies. Writing my story brought
forward so many revelations and
reminded me of all of the amazing and
great things in my life, the people who
influenced me, the positive moments
that were previously buried by the
darkness. I remembered the little
things that make life so beautiful, and
in exploring my darkness I am now
able to appreciate the joys so much
more.

Who can you help by sharing your
story? How many people can you
inspire? The potential is limitless; give
yourself this gift. Share yourself with
the world and become part of solution
for moving forward in joy. You will
never regret the journey; although it
may be difficult at first, the rewards are
priceless.

* * *

BENJAMIN
by Malcolm Bernstein

It was a glorious Saturday morning in
early May 2000 when my wife Helen
told me she had been speaking to
shelters across the GTA, looking for a
dog for my 50th birthday. In her
exploring, the OSPCA in Newmarket
told her “We have a little boy here.
He’s not glamorous but is the most laid
back dog we have ever seen”. She
asked them to hold him for us. Within
five minutes of Helen relating this to
me, we were in the car en route to the
shelter!

The scene was pandemonium – cars
and people everywhere, and the dogs
in outdoor cages with a crescendo of

barking. And there, in a cage at the end
of a long aisle, was our little boy, lying
on the floor of his cage, looking up at
us with these beautiful big brown eyes,
wagging his tail – and not a peep! We
took him out for a walk on the massive
property, and this began a love affair
that lasted 13 wonderful years.

He had no tags, fur down to here, and
was considerably underweight when
he was found running around
Newmarket. Helen thought he was
such a perfect little gentleman and
wanted a distinguished name for him,
and we decided on Benjamin.

In short order, we discovered he was
the smartest, happiest, most athletic,
sensitive and wise dog you could
imagine. And stunning, with a rich
thick multi-hued coat and the sweetest
grey terrier beard. We finally deter-
mined he was part border terrier – his
colour and markings were identical –
mixed with something much bigger!
Benjamin was tall, approximately 18
months old, and 43 pounds of solid
muscle once he gained weight. There
wasn’t anything that moved, especially
another dog, that Benjamin didn’t love
and vice-versa. And not a day went by
that people didn’t stop and ask what
kind of dog he was, and say how
beautiful he was.

Benjamin also had energy to burn and
a gave us about two hours off between
long walks and play times in the park
before he was ready to go out again!
Fortunately Helen was able to be at
home and they were inseparable. Rain,
snow or shine, they were out and he
loved it.

I started writing a book on Benjamin
when he was about five. He was such
an incredible dog I wanted to share the
story of our lives together with the
world. Helen and I also came up with
the idea of The Benjamin Project, an
initiative to raise funds for shelters and
education on responsible pet steward-
ship, with the book as the cornerstone

of the fundraising effort. However, my
workload being what it was, I couldn’t
get around to finishing the story.

In Benjamin’s 11th year, he began
experiencing occasional seizures on
his walks. We could never get a
diagnosis as every time Dr. Bob
examined him, Benjamin’s vital signs
were perfect. And then, on the Friday
before the Canada Day long weekend,
he had another episode and we rushed
him to the vet who found his lymph
nodes were swollen. Dr. Bev suspected
lymphoma, performed a biopsy, and
sent it to the lab. Given the holiday
weekend, we had to wait what seemed
an eternity till Wednesday to receive
confirmation of the preliminary
diagnosis and our worst fears.

Benjamin embarked upon a chemo
treatment protocol lasting many
months, during the hottest summer on
record – the worst temperature for him.
It was a very difficult time for him and
stressful for us. I started writing the
book again, chronicling his illness and
treatment – the incredible highs and
many lows; and then, Benjamin was
proclaimed cancer-free! We had the
best fall and winter ever; and yes, I set
the book aside again.

And then, as we were going out for a
walk one evening, I reached down to
pat Benjamin and felt an orange-sized
growth on his neck. The cancer had
returned. We embarked on a second
round of chemo, which I am anguished
about to this day; and I resumed the
book, often writing in the middle of the
night while sitting next to Benjamin if
had moved from his bed to lie
elsewhere. Benjamin passed away at
home late at night July 17, 2013.

My first book about Benjamin was
published in the spring of 2014. I have
since presented on his life to groups
ranging from kids in school to seniors
in residences, sold books and donated
the proceeds. The book and presenta-
tion are celebrations of Benjamin’s
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life, as is The Benjamin Project.
Everyone who sees the presentation
loves it and gets a Benjamin Booster
certificate. I always wanted to write a
children’s book about Benjamin and
have his story and educational aspects
of responsible pet care shared with
children everywhere. We believe if
kids grow up knowing about
Benjamin’s endearing qualities and
their role in a pet’s life, they will carry
the story and a deep respect for
companion and other animals with
them throughout their lives. And make
the world a better place.

I met Lisa Browning, publisher of One
Thousand Trees and Saplings, by
virtue of a young author she had
published who attended one of my
presentations about Benjamin at
Guelph Humane Society’s kids camp.
Lisa was taken with The Benjamin
Project and my desire to write a
children’s book, graciously and
generously embraced the effort in a
way no words can adequately describe,
introduced me to Shannon Tracey-
Boggess, an illustrator, and has just
concluded shepherding my book to
print. The book is a beautifully
illustrated, engaging and wonderful
celebration of Benjamin’s life and we
are so excited about its educational and
fundraising potential.

The book launch is being held at
Purple Door Books and Gifts in
Cambridge the morning of May 5th,
five days before my birthday and the
day we got our precious Benjamin
from the OSPCA 18 years earlier.

THE NEVER-ENDING WINTER
by Sandra Wilson

With another blast of winter hitting us
in April it has been difficult to see the
positive. The gloomy, cold, wintry
weather has us shut in doors or
scraping our cars and shoveling our
driveways. We have all had enough of
this and long for the warm breezes of
spring, the beautiful colours of spring
flowers and the hope of better weather
to come.

But the other day as the ice coated the
tree branches I spied some birds. These
birds were carrying on as if spring had
indeed arrived. They were chasing
each other away, performing for the
ladies and entertaining me. These
birds, with their song and their energy,
reminded me that in every situation
there is a bright light. The positivity
that I was struggling to find in the
darkness of winter was just outside my
window. I didn’t have to go out in the
cold and snow, I didn’t have to shovel
or scrape first. I only needed to sit at
my window and watch the birds to feel
joy. They were not bothered by the ice
on the branches, they perch on them
anyway. They were not deterred by the
falling snow, they fly anyway. They
were not concerned that winter seems
to never end, they sing anyway. They
follow the season not the weather and
they know that spring is here and they
are to build nests and court females.

Often we are told that if we want
something in life we must start to act
as if we already have it and before long
it will be here. And so, with this lesson

from the birds I will believe that spring
has arrived and act accordingly,
ignoring the weather that makes the
idea doubtful. I will maintain a positive
outlook of the wonderful weather to
come, and the returning birds to spy. I
carry hope of better days because as
spring renews the Earth, so did the
birds renew my attitude.

* * *

DIGNITY IN UPHEAVAL
by Francine Lee

my mind settles on Ma Joad
her decision is made for her

to uproot three and a half generations
and move on to

an unfathomable future
beyond, up and over
some uncertain hill

she sifts through stale
evoked memories
retires her history,

charred correspondence
she saves small drop earrings, smiling

personal experience reveals to readers
authenticity of attempt,

prevents opinion
of manufactured plagiarism perhaps
but when the Joad’s story is shared
by so many other fractured families

real or imagined,
moving or motionless

my mind craves only blessed unity
free from reflex judgement or denial

* * *
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WRITE YOUR STORY …
WITH A TWIST

by Linda Schueler

I am a big believer of writing down
your story in order to heal, especially
if you are like me. Some people can
talk about their feelings, but most of
my words get stuck in my throat.

Some stories go through my head for a
long time, but somehow when I write
them down, they have less of a grip on
me. It’s like peeling an onion: If you
write down your story, you can see a
new layer. Those words that you have
had going through your head have now
been put down on paper, and it’s an
opportunity for some new words to
pop into your head. Different solutions
or perspectives can present themselves.

When I first started writing about my
experience of being the primary
caregiver of my father who had
Alzheimer’s, it helped me a lot. I
would pour my frustration, fear and
fatigue onto a piece of paper, and
somehow it had less of a hold on me. I
believe that it made those years of
caregiving more bearable. After I
finished with my caregiving, it helped
me to mourn. However, I am not
finished writing about the experience
yet. It is a topic that I will revisit again
as it was such a huge part of my life.

One thing that I have not tried until
recently is changing my story. I
decided to write about a story that had
been bugging me for years. It was
about a misunderstanding between a
former roommate and me. I thought
that I wanted to write it down as an
apology or an explanation to the
person involved. Perhaps if my
roommate had really known what was
going on—I didn’t find out until after
she left—the relationship would never
have become strained. Several times I
revised the story, but it just wasn’t
working for me. Frustrated, I put it
away in a drawer.

One day I pulled the story out and
began to tinker with it again. This time
I decided to change the ending. Sure it
wasn’t really what happened, but it
turned out to be very powerful and
healing. I realized that maybe that’s
more important than always writing
the truth.

I’m not suggesting that changing the
ending always works or is even
appropriate. In the case of my father’s
story, I have not found a part of it that
I wish to change. Perhaps it is not
something that I could change even if
I wanted to, or perhaps I have not yet
found a way in.

However, in the case of the story of my
roommate, I had been holding onto
something unnecessary for a long time.
By writing about myself on paper
letting it go, it finally allowed me in
real life to let it go.

Why not try changing the ending of
your story sometime? You might find
it very healing.

* * *

TAUT
by Francine Lee

inflexible, pulled too tight
pushed too far

obligated to lie still and take it

so I do for as long as I can
billowing emotions

rise up and fade with distance

canon fire is heard inside my head
exterior seems serene, dream-like

muscles tense
pulled, stretched, lengthened

new growth forms
from small tissues torn, worn out

willpower struggles
to remain relevant

Dear Angels,

I go to a fantastic church where the
pastor is amazing. He is a man of God.
When I leave I feel so wonderful, but
soon after leaving church I go back to
my normal self. How can I hang onto
the great feeling?

Sincerely in love with my angels,
Darlene T., Toronto

Dear Darlene,

What you are sensing is the Holy Spirit
filling you with His fiery passion for
God. It is such a magnificent feeling
indeed. It is the grace of God, shining
His glory upon you. To keep the glory,
you must stay in a state of love. The
state of love includes kindness,
generosity, peace, joy, clarity, purity,
humility, helping others, and all good
and wonderful things. Basically, living
in righteousness and faith in God keeps
you in the heavenly flow.

If you fall out of the state of love, the
worldly things come back upon you,
and you temporarily set aside the
things of God. Some of the things that
are obviously going to take you out of
the realm of God are negative
emotions such as fear of all sorts
including anger, hate, jealousy,
judgement, non-forgiveness, bitter-
ness, lying, stealing, cheating,
prejudice, etc. Some of the less
obvious emotions that remove you
from God’s glory are; self-pity, worry,
helplessness, inferiority, low self-
esteem, guilt, feeling unsafe, being
offended and so on.
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Dear Angels ...
________________

JILL MICHELLE



To immerse yourself in the heavenly
flow, repent for your worldly feelings
and emotions and ask God to replace
them with His love and light. Ask the
Holy Spirit to fill you to full and over-
flowing. It’s as simple as that. God
makes it easy for His children to align
with Him. Discipline of mind is
something that must be learned so that
you don’t keep falling into the same
habits of allowing negative emotions
to run your life.

Love Peace Joy, and Hope,
Your Angels by Jill Michelle

Dear Angels,

My ex-friend is a wiccan. We had a
falling out a few years ago and we
were really angry at each other. I am
afraid I am being attacked spiritually
by her. Is this possible and what can I
do about it?

Carrie T., Cambridge

Dear Carrie,

Wicca and witchcraft is derived from
the enemy; Satan also known as
Lucifer is more than willing to attack
you and anyone else. One doesn’t have
to be a witch to send negative energy
to another person. Anyone who has
negative thoughts, words or actions
toward you can unwittingly send you
negative vibrations that can affect your
health, wealth and emotions.
Therefore, it is possible that you are
being attacked.

When Lucifer, the most beautiful angel
in heaven became prideful and wanted
to have praise for himself, God sent
him away from heaven, and he came to
earth. When Lucifer left heaven he
took 1/3 of God’s angels with him.
Since then, Lucifer has been trying his
best to steal, kill and destroy mankind.
Therefore, it is necessary to protect
yourself from all incoming attacks.
Always remember that for every fallen
angel there are two way more powerful

heavenly angels ready willing and able
to protect whomever asks.

Realize that you are more powerful
than the dark side. God gave His
children dominion over the earth and
over Lucifer, so as a child of the
Kingdom of God, when you tell the
enemy to go, it has to obey you. You
have more power in your baby
fingernail than the enemy has in its
entirety.

Fear invites the attacks to land on you.
Be aware, not afraid. The opposite of
fear is faith. When you have faith, you
know that God is helping you and
taking care of you and there is nothing
to fear. The stronger your faith is, the
more you are able to receive the Holy
Spirit. When you are filled with the
bright light of the Holy Spirit, the
enemy takes one look at you and runs
away. It’s not going to go anywhere
near you.

Be powerful in your Kingdom
authority when you tell these attackers
to GO!    When you command in the
name of Jesus Christ, God gives you
the same power that He gave to Jesus
when He was here on earth. Therefore,
command the enemy attackers to leave
in the name of Jesus Christ, and they
will flee quickly.

Ask the Holy Spirit to protect yourself,
your family and your home and
property from all enemy attacks. You
may also ask Archangel Michael for
protection of self and property. You
may want to ask for your property and
being to be protected by Warrior
Angels. When you ask, you receive.

Finally, pray for your ex-friend and
that she releases herself from the hold
Satan has on her and that she seeks
God. All who earnestly seek God will
find Him. Pray that she finds peace,
love and joy in the Lord. I have
personally witnessed many people who
renounce their wicked ways and come
into alignment with God. They are so

amazed at the immense strength and
power of God in comparison with the
weakness and smallness of the dark
side. They feel the goodness and
wonderfulness of the Lord, and they
are so grateful that they were able to
see their way clear of the darkness and
move into the light. The Kingdom of
God has so much abundance of all
good things; it is such a pleasure to be
a part of it.

Sending you much light, protection,
strength and power in the Lord,

Your Angels by Jill Michelle

Please send your questions to
jillmichelle.ca@gmail.com. I look
forward to hearing from you!

Jill Michelle

* * *

CAPTURE YOUR
READER’S ATTENTION

by Faye Chamberlain

Here are some ways to capture the
attention of the reader, using adjectives
to describe a location and/or character,
as well as, the use of dialogue to
redirect a scene.

Other readers may want to be swept
away in the arms of a tall dark and
handsome stranger. In this case, the
image we have in our mind or
remember seeing in a movie or
magazine, needs to be somehow put
into words that the reader can visualize
and manipulate to their liking.

Now, depending on your storyline, you
may want to describe a male or female
character in a much different light,
maybe as weak as a kitten, quiet as a
mouse or liken them to Pee Wee
Herman. There are many traits authors
can use to build our characters, and we
are on the lookout every minute of
every day, some with note pad in hand,
observing and ready to jot down ideas
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as they come our way. People, famous
or otherwise, exotic places and unique
things, can be helpful tools when
trying to conjure up an image in the
readers mind. Whenever I see a portly
gentleman with a white beard, my
thoughts immediately go to Santa
Claus and all things Christmassy.
Familiarity to a character or location
will grab your readers’ attention and
draw them in.

Changing direction in your story,
without confusing the reader can be a
challenge. Using humorous or other
dialogue can transition your characters
into a new scene seamlessly.

And you’re off, right into a new
location and storyline.

* * *

SUPPORTING
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

by Brian Hawker

Well-informed people have consider-
able awareness and are searching for
tangible ways to improve the main-
stream relationship with First Nations
people. Awareness is an important first
step but it alone will not improve
nutrition, graduation rates, health or
opportunity. It will not provide day
care, early childhood education,
protection from abuse, the skills
needed to find decent work, housing,
parenting programs, recreational
facilities, functioning schools,

community libraries, or reliable
connectivity. The places that need help
are isolated and remote. which is why
providing direct support is unrealistic.

There is no ‘How To User’s Guide to
Helping Indians.’ I search for answers
by asking questions and listening
teaches me how to come up with more
questions that need to be asked. How
can we get more kids to school every
day? What can we do to make sure that
the school’s furnace will keep working
during the winter? What’s the best way
to make professional development
available? How can we balance the
positive and negative effects of
building permanent roads to connect
isolated communities? How can we
use radio, television and the internet to
strengthen, not undermine, traditional
practices? What incentives can be
offered to encourage reserve residents
to maintain their houses? How can
each of us support the struggle of
aboriginal women for recognition?
What are some of the obstacles in my
world that deny opportunity to Indian
children?

There are building blocks that can be
put in place that can create trust,
momentum and opportunity. The weak
links in the chain can be strengthened.
A different approach will emerge
but it will emerge in a way that we
cannot predict because we will not
be able to see it until we create the
conditions necessary for it to be seen.
The path is not ready-made, waiting
there ahead of our arrival. When the
path becomes actualized, seeing
becomes both means and end.

Incremental steps are good. Learning
happens. Attitudes change. Relation-
ships grow. Asking good questions
without the expectation of finding
answers is a respectful pre-requisite
before identifying the practical steps
because without transforming our-
selves, starting with genuine curiosity,
I don’t see us truly figuring out what
needs to happen. This approach takes

us to new places where we find
roadblocks that must be dismantled.
My “answer” is that we can work to
create a level playing field for
marginalized people everywhere and
push to remove conditions that favor
the privileged which undermine the
efforts of those who are not. Fairness
is not a handout.

If Canadians really want change – and
we know that the overwhelming
majority want dramatic improvement
in aboriginal social conditions – the
paradigm will have to shift to highlight
the human rights of those who
continue to be vulnerable.

Stay tuned in the months to come, for
concrete suggestions on how to
support our indigenous people.

For more information, or to book
Brian to speak at your service club,
school committee meeting, book club,
etc., email bchawker@outlook.com or
call 807-323-0217.
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E-INTERVIEW: CHERON KOVACS
Your Canadian Sister

Tell us about Your Canadian Sister
(when it was started, services
provided, etc).

Your Canadian Sister was founded in
the spring of 2017, but launched The
Blog on October 2, 2017. The Services
offered by Your Canadian Sister are:
Motivational Speaking, Writing
(Author) and Personal Development
Coaching.

What was your inspiration for
starting it?

When I first came to Canada, my
Canadian Sister helped me settle, find
my way and instilled confidence in me.
I started Your Canadian Sister, as I
wanted to be that "Sister" to New
Immigrant Women to Canada. Since
then though, things have changed
slightly and I find myself being a
"Sister" to women in general, who are
seeking a deeper and more profound
meaning for their life.

What is your background?

I was born and raised in Zimbabwe,
Africa. I came to Canada in October
2001, which was a great culture shock
for me, not to mention the fact that I
didn't fully understand how cold.the
winter actually gets :). I am happy to
report that I am now used to the winter.
It's not my favourite season, but I do
survive it by looking forward to
"Spring." I have some College
Education and previously worked in
the Construction Industry, as a Project

Co-ordinator. At this present moment,
Your Canadian Sister is the only
business I own and run.

What is your favourite part about
running your business?

My favourite part about running my
own business is helping others see
their true value, learn to embrace their
uniqueness, and learn to believe in
themselves, not to mention learning
from them. It really brings great joy to
my heart to see how they transform,
into such beautiful soulful beings. This
is my greatest joy! I also love being my
own boss, which is something I never
believed I could do.

What are your challenges?

My challenges have been: 1. Changing
my mindset from thinking I would
always be an "Employee," to an
"Entrepreneur" mindset. All my life I
believed I would be an "Employee" for
ever, so it has taken sometime and
work to transition over to the
"Entrepreneur" way of thinking. I am
happy to report, that I am now thinking
like an "Entrepreneur!" Another
challenge I had was "Self Belief." I
was someone who didn't have much
"Self Confidence" growing up, let
alone "Belief" in my abilities to be
anything more than an "Employee." I
now have that "Self Belief" and it has
certainly allowed me to start taking
those "Leaps of Faith" that initially I
was too afraid to take.

How/why do you personally find
fulfillment in your business?

For the last 9 or 10 years, I suddenly
had a desire to know what my "Soul's
Purpose" was, and how I could find it.
That desire has led to my "Soul
Purpose" finding me, and my heart is
filled with joy! I personally find
fulfillment from seeing others meet
their "Soul Purpose," and begin to
serve others and change the lives
around them. It really makes my heart
burst with joy, watching how they

grow, and unfold. I LOVE helping
other people change their lives.

What are your dreams for your
business?

The dreams I have for my business, is
to help as many people as I possibly
can find "Self Love," I believe once
you have "Self Love," it gives you the
ability to see others for who they really
are. I know that by touching one life in
a positive way has the ability to have a
Powerful Ripple Effect.

What other interests or activities are
you involved in?

I am involved with Compassion First
on the "Mats for Kindness" (making
sleeping mats for the homeless with
milk bags), and I volunteer for school
trips at my daughter's school.

What would you say is your passion?

My passion is serving others. Helping
them connect to the profound inner
beauty of who they really are. To help
others see their value in themselves,
the way I have learnt.

What does wellness mean to you?

To me Wellness means having a
Positive Mindset. I believe the mind is
very powerful and our thoughts are
what make us sick, angry, sad, etc. I
think that if you are able to change
your mindset from a negative way of
thinking, to a positive way of thinking,
your whole life transforms into
something so powerful and meaningful
to who you are as an individual. This
is by no means an easy task, especially,
if you have always had a negative
mindset (me at one point in my life).
Changing ones thinking to positive
thinking is a constant work-in-
progress, but it is well worth it, in my
opinion. I believe that once you have a
healthy mind, your body becomes
healthy and so does your Soul. I
believe Wellness begins in the mind.



VOLUNTEERING IN
SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO

Volunteer Opportunities in Guelph

Book Cart Volunteer
Homewood Health Centre

Circulates the book cart to patient
units, filling book and magazine
requests according to library policies.

Crafts (Creative Arts)
Homewood Health Centre

Volunteers work closely with
Recreation Therapy staff to assist with
Homewood patient craft sessions. The
volunteer will provide a creative and
social environment for the develop-
ment of skills and to enhance a sense
of well-being using ceramics and
leatherwork. This position requires a
regular weekly commitment.

Front Desk Volunteer
Ignatius Jesuit Centre, Guelph

Ignatius Jesuit Centre is home to
Loyola House Retreat & Training
Centre, Ignatius Farm, Old-Growth
Forest Project, and Orchard Park
Business Centre. We are looking for
kind and outgoing volunteers to
welcome visitors from near and far to
our Centre.

Main Duties Include:
Greeting visitors and maintaining
a welcoming atmosphere
Front line communications
Answering the phone and
redirecting inquiries
Distributing incoming mail and
accepting deliveries
Answering emails
Ordering office supplies
Processing Payments
Arranging couriers
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THE LEANING TREE
by Andrea Lines-Botell

Can you see the leaning tree?
Your soul is searching to find the way
A silver thread of hope will lead you

Follow your breath

Can you see the leaning tree?
Your sorrow and pain cannot cloud the path

A shimmer of light will show you
Follow your heart

Can you see the leaning tree?
Your shadows cannot cast darkness here

A crystal compass will help you
Follow your dreams

Can you see the leaning tree?
Your hope and courage is getting you closer

A shining guide is here to take you
Follow your soul

Here is the leaning tree
Your strength and peace has found the way

Your truth has saved you
You are the tree, you are one



This is a great way to connect with the
staff and the larger community that is
a part of the Ignatius Jesuit Centre’s
many programs.

Social Media Coordinator
Facilitation Wellington Dufferin

Share your experience, creativity and
ideas using social media (Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Linked In) to help
build Facilitation Wellington
Dufferin’s public profile. Gather,
format, schedule and publish social
media posts that highlight the work of
FWD, the people that we support, and
the great community that we share.
Collaborate with FWDs director and
lead facilitator to create and implement
a social media strategy and calendar.
Help FWD to share get the word out -
vibrant and diverse communities are
better for all of us.

Ride Don’t Hide Volunteers
CMHA

On June 24, the Canadian Mental
Health Association Waterloo
Wellington will be hosting their annual
Ride Don’t Hide fundraising event to
support mental health services in
Waterloo Region and Wellington
County. Volunteers are needed in a
variety of ways to support the event,
including registration, event and rider
experience, route riders, route
marshals, and mobile volunteers.
These positions will be based primarily
outdoors, rain or shine!

Event Experience Volunteer - As an
Event Experience Volunteer, your main
goal is to ensure the enjoyment of the
riders and attendees at the event. This
includes food & drink service,
entertainment, children’s activities and
more!

Rider Experience Volunteer - As a
Rider Experience Volunteer, your main
goal is to ensure a smooth and
enjoyable experience for all riders.
This includes directing riders to
registration, ensuring riders know
where the start line is and when their

route leaves, and cheering riders on
when they return from their route.

Registration - As a registration
Volunteer, you will work with a team
to provide a smooth and seamless
check in for participants. This includes
checking riders off the master list and
assigning a bib number, registering
riders, verifying pledge form and
funds, and providing riders with t-
shirts, bracelets and incentives earned.

Route Marshal - As the Route Marshal,
your main goal is to provide
encouragement to participants along
the route at designated areas to help
them keep them on the correct route.
Route Marshals will also monitor the
water and on route snacks for riders.
Route Marshals must supply their own
bike or vehicle to get to the water
station.

Route Riders - As the Route Rider,
your main goal is to ensure all riders
have safely completed the route. This
includes either leading the first rider or
following the last rider, contacting the
command centre in the event of an
emergency, and communicating with
the Route Marshals. You must supply
your own motorcycle/bicycle.

Mobile Volunteers - As the Mobile
Team Volunteer, your main goal is to
provide mobile support to riders and
volunteers through monitoring the
route, going out to marshal stations as
needed, picking up broken down
bicycles and cyclists as well as
completing a final sweep of the route
to ensure all riders have safely
completed the route. You can work
alone or in teams of 2. Volunteers must
provide own transportation (pickup
truck or van) with room to transport a
rider and bike.

For more information on these or
other opportunities in Guelph, visit

www.pinnetwork.ca.

Volunteer Opportunities in
Kitchener-Waterloo

The City of Waterloo: Share passion
for pollinators! Provide educational
experiences/activities relating to native
pollinators and their habitat.

Kitchener Public Library: Students
(Grades 9-12) are invited to help in
programs, become a reading buddy or
register kids for the online summer
reading club.

Grand River Hospital: Recruiting
volunteer sales clerks and buyers. The
Gift Shops sell a variety of gift
merchandise and proceeds go to the
hospital.

Charitable Research Reserve:
Contribute to valuable long-term data
collection by conducting weekly road
impact surveys from April to October.

Canadian Council of the Blind:
Administrative/Marketing Assistant
needed! Help CCB be more known in
the Region with social media and
presentations.

Focus on Nature: Help school kids
connect with nature through
photography! Assist to inspire students
to explore the wonders around them.

For more information on these or
other opportunities in Kitchener-

Waterloo, visit www.volunteerkw.ca.

* * *
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It was a full house for our Evening of Sharing on Indigenous Issues, with gues speaker Brian Hawker.

Sandra Wilson (Quite a Character!) and her
Kindness Kangaroo project continues going

strong!

The Women of Distinction Honourees had lots
of fun at the Soup Sisters event!

Saplings author Margaret-Ann Brooks,
at a recent book reading.
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THE SPACE BETWEEN
by Kayleigh Radatus

You and me
And the space between
Seems such a long way
From where we’ve been

You’ve got your story
And I’ve got mine
At what point did you know
You’d fallen behind...
the others?

The distance between
You and me
Between us and them
This great, gaping space

The abyss where understanding falls
Where your story is yours
And my story is mine
And nothing about them
is like us, until...

I tell you mine, and
You tell me yours
While our ears only hear
Our hearts can listen too, when

SUDDENLY...

The space between
Isn’t quite so big
I see I’m not behind
And you see it too

Me & you turn into us
I understand and so do you
Hands reach out within the dark
Open and free they’ll meet
in the space between.

THE POWER OF
TELLING MY STORY

by Colleen Heighington

So many blessing from Heaven above
So many trials and tribulations too
In trying times - do we just give up
Or have hope - to get us through?

A divorce perhaps may come your
way
Bringing much uncertainty to you
Do you get down and so depressed
You don’t know what to do?

Sometimes, we may lose earthly
possessions
Causing much stress and strain
Do you resort to seeking self - pity
Or trying your best to get back on
your feet again?

A loved one may become mentally ill
So sick - your world seems to fall
apart
Do you stop trying to help them
Or soldier on - with a caring heart?

The passing of a loved one
Brings to us sorrow & deep despair

Oh! at times you feel so alone
Wishing someone was always there!

The power of telling my story
Through trials and blessings - so
many to tell
Is the Hope and Trust that I have
found within,,,
“GOD DOES ALL THINGS WELL”
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I Choose My
Voice, My Own
Empowerment

Illustration by
Shannon Tracey-Boggess

* * *



NEXT MONTH ....
IN ONE THOUSAND TREES

Our focus for June is LGBTQ+ Issues.

“Race, gender, religion, sexuality,
we are all people and that's it. We're
all people. We're all equal.”

― Connor Franta

Do you have an inspiring story you’d
like to share?

If you know of any community wellness
events taking place in June, please
complete and send us the Event Listing
form found on the magazine page of
our website.

Articles are always welcome for any of
our “regular” departments ...

Connections
Creativity and the Arts

Food and Nutrition
Giving Back

Health and Wellbeing
The Library

Deadline for submissions is
May 20.

As always, we look forward to hearing
from you with any feedback or article
ideas!

lisa@onethousandtrees.com



The Grand River flows
300 kilometres through
southwestern Ontario
from the highlands of

Dufferin County to Port
Maitland on Lake Erie.

The Grand River
Conservation Authority

manages water and
other natural resources

on behalf of 39
municipalities and
close to one million

residents.

One Thousand Trees’
target market is defined

by the borders of the
Grand River Watershed.

Department Editors
are responsible for

promoting practitioners,
events and volunteer
opportunities in the
cities of Brantford,

Cambridge, Guelph,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.

Visit the Grand River
Conservation Authority
at www.grandriver.ca.


